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          This paper investigates whether earnings of the firms, which belong to the sluggish industries under 
recent recession in Japan, is value relevant.  It is often said that, while the relevance of earnings is 
recently declining, the relevance of book value of equity increases gradually.    Moreover, it is sometimes 
claimed that book value of equity is more value relevant than earnings, especially for the unhealthy firms 
whose performance is very poor.  However, for construction, real estate and commercial industries in 
Japan, earnings is consistently value relevant over all periods.  We cannot find the evidence that book 
value of equity is more value relevant than earnings.  Because earnings contains the manifold 
informativeness, the reported levels of earnings can only present one of them.  It is insufficient to 
discuss the decline in relevance of earnings and to compare earnings with book value of equity without 
considering the information contents of earnings other than the aspect of levels.    Prior literatures include 
the mis-specification of models in measuring the relevance of earnings.    For example, by controlling for 
losses or negative changes with dummy variables, we can detect the higher relevance of earnings 
although no single regression model is effective in all cases.  It is necessary to re-examine how to 
analyze the value relevance of earnings. 
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ཁ    ໿ 
 ͜ͷ࿦จ͸ɺۙ࣌ͷෆگԼͰۀ੷ෆৼʹۤ͠ΜͰ͍Δͱ͍ΘΕ͍ͯΔݐઃɺෆಈ࢈ɺྲྀ௨Λର
৅ͱͯ͠ɺརӹͷ value relevance Λݕূͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻརӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͕ɺۙ೥ɺ௿Լ
ͨ͠ͷͱҾ͖ସ͑ʹ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ relevance ͕ߴ·͍ͬͯΔͱ͔ɺ ۀ੷͕ѱԽͨ͠اۀͰ͸ɺ
རӹΑΓ΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕ relevance ͸ߴ͍ͱ͔͍ΘΕΔɻ ͔͠͠ɺ Θ͕ࠃͷݐઃɺ ෆಈ࢈ɺ
ྲྀ௨ʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺ࠷ۙͷظؒ΋ؚΊͯɺརӹͷ৘ใ͸Ұ؏ͯ͠ value relevant Ͱ͋Δɻ·ͨɺ७
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རӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͸ɺ ۙ೥ɺ ௿Լͨ͠ͱ͔ɺ ͦΕͱ୅ସతʹ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ relevance
͕ߴ·͍ͬͯΔͱ͔͍ΘΕ͍ͯΔʢCollins et al., 1997, Garcia et al., 1998, Brown et al., 1999, 
Ely and Waymire, 1999, Francis and Schipper, 1999ʣ ɻͦͷݪҼͷ 1 ͭʹɺແܗࢿ࢈ͷൺॏ͕
૿େͨ͜͠ͱ͕ڍ͛ΒΕʢEly and Waymire, 1999, Lev and Zarowin, 1999ʣ ɺFASB Ͱ΋ແܗ
ࢿ࢈ͷ໰୊͕ٞ࿦͞Ε͍ͯΔʢFASB, 2001ʣ ɻ͞Βʹɺۀ੷͕ѱԽͨ͠اۀͰ͸ɺརӹΑΓ
΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕ relevance ͸ߴ͍ͱ͍ΘΕΔʢBarth, 1998ʣ ɻ 
ଞํɺΘ͕ࠃͰ͸ 1990 ೥୅Ҏ߱ɺܠؾ͕௿໎͓ͯ͠Γɺͳ͔Ͱ΋ɺݐઃɺෆಈ࢈ɺྲྀ
௨͸ 3 େۀ੷ෆৼ࢈ۀͱ໨͞Ε͍ͯΔɻઌߦݚڀͷ݁Ռ͔Βɺ୯७ʹྨਪ͢ΔͱɺͦΕΒ
ͷ࢈ۀͰ͸ɺۙ࣌ɺརӹ৘ใͷ value relevance ͕௿Լ͠ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ relevance ͸্
ঢ͍ͯ͠Δͱ༧૝͞ΕΔɻ͔͠͠ɺརӹͷ relevance ͷ௿Լ΍७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͱͷ༏ྼΛ࿦ͯ͡
͍Δଟ͘ͷઌߦݚڀͰ͸ɺརӹͷਫ४ֹͷ relevance Λଊ͍͑ͯΔʹա͗ͣɺͦΕҎ֎ͷଟ
໘తͳ৘ใ಺༰ͷ relevance ͸ແࢹ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ ਫ४ֹҎ֎ͷརӹͷ৘ใʹண໨ͯ͠΋ͳ͓ɺ
རӹͷ relevance ͸௿Լ͍ͯ͠Δͷ͔ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance ͕རӹͷͦΕΛ্ճΔ͜ͱ
͕͋Δͷ͔͸ɺ͍·ͩݕূ͞Ε͓ͯΒͣɺͦΕΛ֬ೝ͢Δҙٛ͸େ͖͍ɻ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ
ݐઃɺෆಈ࢈ɺྲྀ௨Λର৅ͱͯ͠ɺଟ໘తʹརӹͷ value relevance Λݕূ͢Δɻ 
͜ͷݚڀͷ࣮ূ݁ՌʹΑΔͱɺΘ͕ࠃͷݐઃɺෆಈ࢈ɺྲྀ௨ʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺ࠷ۙͷظؒ΋






relevance Λݕग़͢Δ͜ͱ΋Ͱ͖Δɻ རӹͷ relevance ΛͲͷΑ͏ʹ෼ੳ͢Δ΂͖͔ɺ ࠶ݕ౼
͕ٻΊΒΕ͍ͯΔɻ 
 ͜ͷ࿦จͷҎԼͷߏ੒͸ɺ࣍ͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ2 અͰ͸ઌߦݚڀΛ঺հ͠ɺͦͷ໰୊఺Λ
ࢦఠ͢Δɻ3 અͰ͸αϯϓϧͱϞσϧΛઆ໌͢Δɻ4 અͰ͸ɺઌߦݚڀͱಉ͡ख๏Ͱརӹͷ  2
value relevance Λ֬ೝ͠ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͷͦΕͱൺֱ͢Δɻ5 અͰ͸ɺઌߦݚڀͱ͸ҟͳΔճ
ؼϞσϧʹΑͬͯརӹͷ relevance Λݕূ͢Δɻ 6 અͰརӹͷߏ੒ཁૉͷ relevance Λݕূ͠
ͨޙɺ 7 અͰ͸ɺ ࠷ऴతʹརӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance ͷൺֱΛߦ͏ɻ 8 અ͸݁࿦Ͱ͋Δɻ 
 
̎ ઌߦݚڀ











 Ұ࿈ͷݚڀͷઌۦ͚ͱͳͬͨ Collins et al. (1997)  Ͱ͸ɺגՁਫ४Λརӹਫ४ʹ୯ճؼ͠
ͨ݁Ռ͔Βɺརӹ৘ใͷ relevance Λਪఆ͠ɺͦͷ࣌ܥྻతͳ௿ԼΛ͖͋Β͔ʹ͢Δͱಉ࣌
ʹɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ relevance ͷ্ঢΛࢦఠͨ͠ɻن໛ཁҼ͕ܾఆ܎਺ʹ͋ͨ͑ΔӨڹΛ
෼ੳ͢Δͱಉ࣌ʹɺརӹͷ relevance ͷ࣌ܥྻతͳ௿ԼΛใࠂ͍ͯ͠Δ Brown (1999) ͸ɺ
גՁਫ४Λརӹͷਫ४ֹʹճؼ͢ΔϞσϧΛ࠾༻͍ͯ͠Δɻ Ely and Waymire (1999)  ͸ɺ ౤
ࢿऩӹ཰Λརӹͷਫ४ֹͱมԽֹʹଟॏճؼ͢ΔϞσϧΛجૅͱͯ͠ɺج४ઃఆओମͷ࣌
୅มԽͱརӹͷ relevance ͱͷؔ܎Λ࿦͍ͯ͡Δɻಉ༷ʹɺFrancis and Schipper (1999) ΋ɺ
౤ࢿऩӹ཰Λརӹͷਫ४ֹͱมԽֹʹଟॏճؼ͢ΔϞσϧʹ΋ͱ͍ͮͯɺརӹͷ relevance
Λଊ͍͑ͯΔɻ 
                                                       
1  རӹͷ value relevance ͱ͸ҟͳΔ؍఺͔Βɺ རӹ৘ใͷ༗༻ੑͷ࣌ܥྻൺֱΛࢼΈͨݚڀ΋͋Δɻ
Francis et al. (2002)  ͸ɺ࢛൒ظརӹͷެද೔ʹ͓͚Δ௒աϦλʔϯͱظ଴֎རӹͱͷؔ܎Λ෼ੳ͠
͍ͯΔɻLandsman and Maydew (2002)  ͸ɺҟৗऔҾྔͱ௒աϦλʔϯͷϘϥςΟϦςΟΛ෼ੳର৅
ͱ͍ͯ͠ΔɻBuchheit and Kohlbeck (2002)  ͸ɺརӹެදʹ͍ͨ͢ΔגՁ൓ԠΛࢦ਺Խͨ͠ RI  ʢre- 
valuation indexʣΛར༻͍ͯ͠Δɻ͍ͣΕͷݚڀ΋ɺརӹ৘ใެදͷΠϯύΫτ͸࣌ܥྻతʹ૿Ճ͠
͍ͯΔͱใࠂ͓ͯ͠Γɺvalue relevance ͷ࣌ܥྻతͳ௿Լͱରরతͳ݁ՌΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
2  ઌߦݚڀʹ͸ɺ͜ͷ࿦จͰऔΓ্͛Δ໰୊ͷ΄͔ɺ࣌୅ͱͱ΋ʹมΘΓ͏Δ࢈ۀޮՌΛͲͷΑ͏
ʹίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δͷ͔ɺ Ͳͷ࣌఺ͷגՁਫ४ ʢͲͷظؒͷ౤ࢿऩӹ཰ʣ Λඃઆ໌ม਺ͱ͢Δͷ͔ɺ
ن໛ʹΑΔ෼ࢄෆۉҰ໰୊ΛͲͷΑ͏ʹղܾ͢Δͷ͔ͳͲͷ໰୊͕͋Δɻ͞ΒʹɺͲͷΑ͏ʹͯ͠
relevance ͷఔ౓ΛఆྔԽ͢Δͷ͔ɺ nonnested ͳϞσϧͷ͍͋ͩͰܾఆ܎਺Λൺֱ͢Δ͜ͱʹͲͷΑ
͏ͳҙຯ͕͋Δͷ͔ͳͲɺ༰қʹ͸ղܾͰ͖ͳ͍໰୊Λઌߦݚڀ͸๊͍͑ͯΔɻ   3
  ·ͨɺ ࣄۀഇࢭΦϓγϣϯʹண໨ͯ͠७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance ͱརӹͷͦΕͱͷൺֱΛ͠
ͨ Burgstahler and Dichev (1997) ͸ɺརӹͷਫ४ֹͷΈΛର৅ʹརӹͷ relevance Λ෼ੳ͠
͍ͯΔɻݱࡏͷใࠂརӹͱΞφϦετͷকདྷརӹͷ༧૝ͱ͕ဃ཭͍ͯ͠Δఔ౓ʹண໨ͯ͠
རӹͷ relevance ͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance ͱΛൺֱͨ͠ Ou and Sepe (2002) ΋ɺגՁਫ४
ͱརӹͷਫ४ֹͱͷؔ܎Λ෼ੳ͍ͯ͠Δɻෳ਺ͷࠃΛର৅ʹརӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance
Λ࣌ܥྻͰ෼ੳͨ͠ Eng et al. (1999)  ʹ͓͍ͯ΋ɺ རӹ৘ใͷ͏ͪ໰୊ͱ͞Ε͍ͯΔͷ͸ɺ
རӹͷਫ४ֹ͚ͩͰ͋ΔɻBrief and Zarowin (1999)  ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͱ૊Έ߹ΘͤΔม਺ͱ
ͯ͠ɺརӹͱ഑౰ͷ͍ͣΕ͕ relevant ͔Λݕ౼͍ͯ͠Δ͕ɺͦͷաఔͰɺརӹͷਫ४ֹͷ
relevance ͚ͩΛѻ͍ͬͯΔɻGu (2002) ͸ɺརӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͱͷଟॏճؼࣜͷઆ໌ྗΛ
ݕ౼ͷର৅ͱ͠ɺabnormal pricing error ͱ͍͏ಠࣗͷई౓Λར༻ͯ͠ 1970 ೥୅Ҏ߱ͷ
relevance ͷ௿ԼΛݕग़͍ͯ͠Δ͕ɺ΍͸Γɺརӹͷਫ४ֹ͚͕ͩ໰୊ͱ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ 
ҰํɺBarth et al. (1998)  ͸ɺརӹͷਫ४ֹ͚ͩͰͳ͘ɺଛࣦͷ༗ແʹ΋ண໨ͯ͠ɺࡒ຿
ମ࣭ʢfinancial healthʣ͕ѱԽͨ͠اۀʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺརӹʹ͸ relevance ͕ແ͘ͳΔҰํɺ
७ࢿ࢈฽Ձʹ relevance ͕ੜ͡Δ͜ͱΛ͖͋Β͔ʹͨ͠ɻ ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ໾ׂΛ෼ੳ͢Δ
͏͑Ͱɺ͜ͷ Birth et al. (1998)  ͸ 1 ͭͷ༗ӹͳख͕͔ΓΛఏڙͨ͠ɻΑΓҰൠతͳ؍఺͔
ΒɺCollins et al. (1999)  ͸ɺকདྷͷ permanent earnings Λ༧૝͢Δ͏͑Ͱɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ৘
ใ͕ଛࣦʹؚ·ΕΔ transitory ͳཁૉΛআ͘ػೳ͕͋Δ఺ʹண໨ͨ͠ͷͰ͋ͬͨ
3ɻ 









                                                       




4  ͳ͓ɺ Ryan and Zarowin (2003)  ͸ɺ རӹΛඃઆ໌ม਺ɺ ϦλʔϯΛઆ໌ม਺ͱ͢Δ reverse regression
ʹ΋ͱ͍ͮͯɺձܭใࠂͷ஗Εʢlagʣͷ௕ظԽͱอकੑʢasymmetryʣͷ֦େ͕ɺརӹͷ relevance
Λ௿Լ͍ͤͯ͞ΔݪҼͰ͋Δͱ෼ੳ͍ͯ͠Δ͕ɺ൴Β΋ใࠂརӹͷਫ४ֹ͚ͩΛ໰୊ʹ͓ͯ͠Γɺ
ຊ࿦จ͕ࢦఠ͍ͯ͠Δ໰୊͸ղܾ͞Ε͍ͯͳ͍ɻ   4
 ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ ʮ࠷ۙͷظؒʯ ɺ͔ͭɺ͋Δ͍͸·ͨ͸ɺ ʮۀ੷ෆৼͷ࢈ۀʯʹ͓͍ͯɺར
ӹͷ relevance ͸ࣦΘΕ͍ͯΔͷ͔ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance ͸རӹͷͦΕΛ্ճ͍ͬͯΔ
ͷ͔Λ͔֬ΊΔ͜ͱΛ໨తͱ͢ΔɻͲͷΑ͏ͳճؼϞσϧʹΑͬͯ෼ੳ͢Δ͔ʹґଘͯ͠









 ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ೔ܦ NEEDSʵMT ࡒ຿σʔλͷ 1999 ೥൛ʹऩ࿥͞Ε͍ͯΔاۀΛର৅
ͱͨ͠ɻ ಉσʔλɾϕʔεͷ࢈ۀ෼ྨʹ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺ ݐઃۀ ʢConstructionʣ ɺෆ ಈ ࢈ ۀʢ Real 
Estateʣ ɺ঎͓ࣾΑͼԷചۀʢTrade & Wholesaleʣ ɺখചۀʢRetailʣ ɺαʔϏεۀʢServiceʣ
ͷ͏ͪɺখചۀ͸ 2 ݄ܾࢉɺͦͷଞͷ࢈ۀ͸ 3 ݄ܾࢉͷاۀΛαϯϓϧͱͨ͠ɻརӹͷม
ԽֹΛܭࢉ͢ΔͨΊɺ2 ظҎ্ܧଓͯ͠ 1 ೥ܾࢉͷαϯϓϧΛൈ͖ग़ͨ͠ɻର৅೥౓͸ɺ
1979 ೥ 2 ݄ظ ʢ3 ݄ظʣ ͔Β 2000 ೥ 2 ݄ظ ʢ3 ݄ظʣ ·ͰͰ͋Δɻ 2000 ೥ͷܾࢉσʔλ͸ɺ
༗Ձূ݊ใࠂॻΑΓɺख࡞ۀͰऩूͨ͠ɻגՁσʔλ͸ɺ౦༸ܦࡁ৽ใࣾͷגՁ CD-ROM
ͷ 2000 ೥൛͓Αͼ 2001 ೥൛͔Βμ΢ϯϩʔυͨ͠ɻ ੡଄ۀͷαϯϓϧ͸ɺ େ೔ํ (2003c)
ͷ΋ͷͰ͋Δɻαϯϓϧͷ࢈ۀผɺظؒผͷ਺͸ɺTable 1 ͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
 
3.2 Ϟσϧ 
 ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ རӹࢿຊԽ ʢearnings capitalizationʣ Ϟσϧʹ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺ རӹͷ relevance
Λݕূ͢Δɻճؼࣜ͸࣍ͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
 
 it it it u X P + + = β α  (M1) 
 






͢Δ͜ͱ͸໨తͰ͸ͳ͍ͨΊɺ Ӧۀརӹɺ ܦৗརӹɺ ७རӹ͢΂ͯͷ relevance Λݕূ͢Δɻ
རӹͷछྨʹΑͬͯ relevance ͕ҟͳΔ͜ͱ͕֬ೝ͞ΕΕ͹ɺ͜ͷ࿦จͷओ୊Ͱ͸ͳ͍͕ɺ
Θ͕ࠃͷଟஈ֊తརӹܭࢉ͕߹ཧతͰ͋Δ͜ͱ΋ࣔ͢͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖Δɻ 
· ͨ ɺ 1 ג͋ͨΓͷ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁΛ BVE ͱͯ͠ɺ࣍ͷճؼࣜʹΑͬͯɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ
relevance Λ͔֬ΊΔɻ 
 
 it it it BVE P ε γ α + + ′ =  (M2) 
 
 ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ܎਺ͷූ߸ݕఆΛ௨ͯ͡ relevance ͷ࣌୅ʹΑΔมԽΛ͔֬ΊΔ໨తͰɺ
ظؒผʹճؼ෼ੳΛͨ͠ɻ ظؒ۠෼͸ɺ όϒϧظͱͦͷޙͷܠؾ௿໎ظ͕෼͔ΕΔΑ͏ʹɺ
I ظʢ1979ʵ1985 ೥ʣ ɺII ظʢ1986ʵ1992 ೥ʣ ɺIII ظʢ1993ʵ2000 ೥ʣͱͨ͠ɻճؼ෼ੳ
ʹ͓͍ͯ͸ɺ೥౓μϛʔΛఆ਺߲ʹՃ͑ͯ೥౓ޮՌΛআ͍ͨɻ·ͨɺෆۉҰ෼ࢄͷӨڹΛ
؇࿨͢ΔͨΊɺఆ਺ͱ೥౓μϛʔҎ֎ͷม਺͸લظ຤גՁͰσϑϨʔτͨ͠ɻ 
 ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺ্هͷརӹࢿຊԽϞσϧʹμϛʔม਺ D Λಋೖ͠ɺҎԼͷճؼࣜʹΑΔ
෼ੳΛ͢Δɻ 
 
 it it it it u X D X P + ∗ + + = 2 1 β β α  (M1’) 
 
͜ ͷ (M1’)ࣜ͸ɺμϛʔม਺ͷ 1 ׂ͕Γ౰ͯΒΕͨαϒɾάϧʔϓͱͦΕҎ֎ͱͰɺརӹ
ʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͕ҟͳΔ͜ͱΛڐ༰͢ΔϞσϧͰ͋Δɻͭ·Γɺ(M1)͸ɺ(M1’)ʹ 2 1 β β = ͷ
੍໿Λ՝ͨ͠ϞσϧͰ͋Δɻͦͷ੍໿Λ؇ΊΔ͜ͱͰɺ(M1)ࣜͰ͸ݕग़Ͱ͖ͳ͍ relevance
Λ(M1’)ࣜͰ͸ݕग़Ͱ͖Δͷ͔Λ͔֬ΊΔɻ΋͠΋ɺ(M1’)ࣜͰ͸རӹͷ relevance ͕֬ೝͰ
͖Δʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣɺ (M1)ࣜͰ͸ relevance ͕֬ೝͰ͖ͳ͍͜ͱΛࠜڌʹɺ རӹʹ relevance
͕ͳ͍ͱ͍͏݁࿦ΛҰൠԽ͢ΔͳΒ͹ɺϞσϧͷಛఆԽϛε͔Βޡͬͨ݁࿦ΛҾ͖ग़ͯ͠
͍Δͷʹ౳͍͠ɻ 















ΕΒͷ 2 ͭͷԾઆ͕ࢧ࣋͞ΕΔͷ͔Λݕূ͢Δɻ 
 
3.3 هड़౷ܭ 
 Table 2 ͸ɺ࢈ۀผظؒผʹม਺ͷهड़౷ܭྔΛ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋ΔɻTable 2 ʹ͸ɺલظ
຤גՁͰσϑϨʔτ͍ͯ͠ͳ͍ 1 ג͋ͨΓͷֹʹ͍ͭͯɺI ظɺII ظɺIII ظͷฏۉɺϝσ
ΟΞϯɺඪ४ภ͕ࠩهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ֤ظͷهड़౷ܭྔͷ͍͋ͩʹهࡌ͞Ε͍ͯΔͷ͸ɺ




͍ͭͯ͸ɺMann-Whitney ͷ U ݕఆʹΑͬͯɺ2 ظͷ஋ͷେখΛൺֱͨ͠ɻ֤਺ࣈͷӈଆͷ




                                                       
5  ͜͜Ͱͷݕఆ͸ɺҰݩ഑ஔͷ෼ࢄ෼ੳʹΑΔ΋ͷͰ͸ͳ͘ɺ֤ظ͕ಠཱͰ͋ΔͱΈͳͯ͠ɺI ظͱ
II ظɺII ظͱ III ظͱΛҟͳΔϖΞͱͯ͠ܭࢉͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ   7
ΟΞϯʹ஫໨ͯ͠ɺظؒͷਪҠΛ؆୯ʹ͔֬ΊͯΈΔͱɺ͓͓ΉͶͲͷ࢈ۀͰ΋ɺII ظ͔







ֱͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ ֤ظͷ͍͋ͩͷ਺஋͸ɺ ฏۉͷࠩͱϝσΟΞϯͷࠩͰ͋Γɺ ʮ*ʯ ͸ Table 
2 ͱಉ༷ɺ༗ҙਫ४Λ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
 Panel A ͷ I ظͱ II ظͷࠩΛݟΔͱɺ΄ͱΜͲۀ੷͕௿Լ͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜Ε͸ɺձܭ্ͷར
ӹۀ੷Ҏ্ʹόϒϧظʹגՁ্͕ঢͯ͠͠·ͬͨͨΊͰ͋Ζ͏ɻݐઃۀͱෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸ɺ
Ӧۀརӹ͸ II ظΑΓ΋ III ظͷ΄͏͕ߴਫ४Ͱ͋Δʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣɺ७རӹͷฏۉ͸Լམ
͍ͯ͠Δɻ঎ࣾɾԷചۀͰ͸ɺӦۀརӹͱ७རӹͷฏۉ͸ͱ΋ʹɺII ظΑΓ΋ III ظͷ΄͏
͕௿͍ɻখചۀͰ͸ɺ੡଄ۀͱಉ༷ʹɺརӹਫ४͸௿Լ͍ͯ͠ΔɻαʔϏεۀͷӦۀརӹ
ͱܦৗརӹ͸ɺII ظΑΓ΋Ή͠Ζ III ظͷ΄͏͕ߴਫ४Ͱ͋ΔɻҎ্ͷ௨ΓɺIII ظʹͱ͘
ʹۀ੷͕ѱԽ͍ͯ͠Δͱ͍͑Δͷ͸ɺ࠷ऴଛӹͰ͋Δ७རӹΛج४ʹͨ͠ͱ͖Ͱ͋ΓɺӦ
ۀརӹΛج४ʹ͢Δͱɺݐઃۀͱෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸ III ظʹۀ੷͸ѱԽ͍ͯ͠ͳ͍ɻ 










͖͚Ε͹ɺͦΕ͚ͩגՁ͸ߴਫ४ͱͳΓɺTable 3 ͷσϑϨʔτޙͷۀ੷͸௿͘ͳΔɻ 















 ࠷ॳʹɺ͜ͷ࿦จͷݕূͷग़ൃ఺ͱͯ͠ɺརӹͷ value relevance ΛϞσϧ(M1)ͷճؼࣜ
ʹΑ͔ͬͯ֬ΊͨɻTable 4 ͸ͦͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋ΔɻPanel A ͸ӦۀརӹʢOPʣ ɺ
Panel B ͸ܦৗརӹʢOIʣ ɺPanel C ͸७རӹʢNIʣʹ͍ͭͯͷ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ֤આ໌ม਺ͷ
ηϧͷ 3 ஈͷ਺஋͸ɺ্͔Βɺਪఆ͞Εͨภճؼ܎਺ɺෆۉҰ෼ࢄΛิਖ਼ͨ͠ White ͷ t
஋ɺ༗ҙ֬཰Ͱ͋ΔʢҎԼɺճؼ෼ੳͷ݁ՌΛࣔ͢ 3 ஈͷ਺ࣈ͸͢΂ͯಉ༷ʣ ɻͳ͓ɺఆ਺
߲͓Αͼ೥౓μϛʔʹ͍ͭͯ͸݁ՌͷهࡌΛলུͨ͠ʢҎԼɺಉ༷ʣ ɻ 
 ݐઃۀͰ͸ɺӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹ͸ III ظʹ͓͍ͯגՁʹ͍ͨ͢Δઆ໌ྗ͕ͳ͍ɻ͜ͷ





Ίʹɺརӹͷ persistenceɺsustainability ͕௿͍͜ͱΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
 ଞํɺෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸ɺৗࣝతͳ௚ײͱ͸ରরతͳ݁ՌΛ͍ࣔͯ͠ΔɻӦۀརӹ͸ɺIII ظ
Ͱ͸גՁઆ໌ྗ͕͋Δ΋ͷͷɺ I ظͱ II ظͰ͸આ໌ྗ͕ͳ͍ɻ ·ͨɺ ܦৗརӹͱ७རӹ͸ɺ














 2 ൪໨ͷ෼ੳͱͯ͠ɺϞσϧ(M2)ͷճؼࣜʹΑͬͯɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ value relevance Λݕ
ূͨ͠ɻ΋ͱ΋ͱɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁΛઆ໌ม਺ͱ͢ΔϞσϧ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ͕اۀՁ஋ʢגՁ
૯ֹʣͷ୅ཧม਺ʹͳΔ͜ͱͷཧ࿦తࠜڌ͕ബऑͰ͋Γɺ͍ΘΏΔ fundamental linkage ͕
ͳ͍ɻ͋͑ͯؔ࿈͚ͮ͢ΔͳΒɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ͕ relevant ͳ economic capital ͷ୅ཧม਺ʹͳ









Ҏ ্ ͷ 2 ͭͷ෼ੳ͔Βɺརӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͕ۙ೥ࣦΘΕΔҰํͰɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷ
relevance ͕ߴ·Δͱ͸ɺҰൠʹ͸͍͑ͳ͍ɻͨͩɺݐઃۀʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺҰ໘ͰͦͷԾઆΛ
ࢧ࣋͢Δ݁Ռ͕ಘΒΕ͍ͯΔɻIII ظʹ͸Ӧۀརӹͱܦৗརӹ͕ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͍ҰํͰɺ
                                                       
6  ͍ͣΕʹͯ͠΋ɺརӹ༧૝Λ௨ͯ͡اۀՁ஋ͷਪఆͱ݁ͼ͍͍ͭͯΔͷͰ͋Γɺձܭ্ͷετο
ΫͷධՁֹ͕ɺ௚઀తʹגՁ૯ֹετοΫͷ୅ཧม਺ʹͳΔͱ͍͏ཧ࿦తࠜڌ͸ଘࡏ͠ͳ͍ɻ͜ͷ
఺ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺେ೔ํ(2002c)Λࢀর͞Ε͍ͨɻ   10
७ࢿ࢈฽Ձʹ͸גՁઆ໌ྗ͕ೝΊΒΕ͍ͯΔ͔ΒͰ͋Δɻ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺۀ੷ෆৼ࢈ۀͰ͸





 རӹͷ৘ใͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ৘ใͷ͍ͣΕ͕ΑΓ relevant Ͱ͋Δͷ͔ɻͦΕΛ͔֬ΊΔ࠷
΋؆୯ͳํ๏͸ɺҎԼͷճؼࣜʹΑΔଟॏճؼ෼ੳͰ͋Ζ͏ɻ 
 
 it it it it u X BVE P + + + = γ β α  (MR1) 
 
͜͜ͰɺBVE ͸ 1 ג͋ͨΓͷ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͰ͋ΓɺX ͸ 1 ג͋ͨΓͷརӹͰ͋Δɻ͜ͷརӹ
ʹ͸ɺӦۀརӹɺܦৗརӹɺ७རӹ͕ͦΕͧΕผݸʹ୅ೖ͞ΕΔɻ 
͜ͷճؼͷ݁Ռ͕ɺ1) 0 = β ͔ͭ 0 ≠ γ Ͱ͋Ε͹ɺརӹͷ΄͏͕ΑΓ relevant Ͱ͋Γɺ
2) 0 ≠ β ͔ͭ 0 = γ Ͱ͋Ε͹७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕ΑΓ relevant Ͱ͋Δͱ൑அ͞ΕΔɻ ͨͩ͠ɺ
3) 0 ≠ β ͔ͭ 0 ≠ γ ͷ৔߹ʹ͸ɺརӹ΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ΋͍ͣΕ΋ relevant Ͱ͋Γɺͦͷ༏ྼ͸
൑அͰ͖ͳ͍ɻ ·ͨɺ 4) 0 = β ͔ͭ 0 = γ ͷ৔߹ʹ͸ɺ ྆ऀͷ༏ྼ͸΋ͪΖΜɺ value relevance
ʹ͍ͭͯͷ൑அ΋Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻ্هͷଟॏճؼϞσϧʹ͸اۀՁ஋ධՁϞσϧͷཪ෇͚͕ͳ
͍ͨΊɺ͔Γʹ 0 = β ͔ͭ 0 = γ Ͱ͋ͬͯ΋ɺརӹ৘ใʹ relevance ͕ͳ͍ͱ͸அఆͰ͖ͳ
͍ɻ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺ͜͜Ͱ͸(MR1)ͷܦݧతͳҙຯΛ໰Θͣʹɺ΋ͬͺΒɺརӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽
Ձͷઆ໌ྗΛൺֱ͢Δ͜ͱ͚ͩΛ໨తʹճؼ෼ੳΛ͢Δɻ ม਺ؒͷ૬ؔ܎਺͸ Table 5 ͷ௨
ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
 ଟॏճؼͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨͷ͕ɺ Table 6 Ͱ͋Δɻ Panel A ͸Ӧۀརӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձɺ Panel 
B ͸ܦৗརӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձɺ Panel C ͸७རӹͱ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁʹΑΔ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ ݐઃۀͰ͸ɺ
III ظʹ͓͍ͯɺ3 छྨͷརӹͱ΋ɺ 0 ≠ β ͔ͭ 0 = γ ͱͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺ࠷ۙͷظ
ؒͰ͸ɺ͔ͭɺ͋Δ͍͸·ͨ͸ɺۀ੷ෆৼͷ࢈ۀͰ͸ɺརӹΑΓ΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕Α







͜ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺαʔϏεۀͷ I ظʹ͓͍ͯɺձܭ৘ใͷ͢΂͕ͯ׬શʹ irrelevant Ͱ͋Δͱ͸
அఆͰ͖ͳ͍͜ͱΛ͍ࣔࠦͯ͠Δɻ͜ͷ఺ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ࣍અҎ߱ɺৄࡉʹݕ౼͢Δɻ 
 খചۀʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺઌʹ֬ೝͨ͠ͷͱಉ͡Α͏ʹɺII ظͰ͸ɺརӹͷ relevance Λ֬ೝͰ
͖ͳ͍ɻܦৗརӹͱ७རӹʹ͔Μͯ͠͸ɺ 0 ≠ β ͔ͭ 0 = γ Ͱ͋Δɻ͜ͷ࣌ظɺརӹ͕
irrelevant Ͱ͋ΔҰํɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ͸ relevant ͳม਺Ͱ͋Δɻ͜ͷ݁Ռ͕ɺ৽نग़ళ΍ళฮ
੔උͷ֦େ౤ࢿΛ͍ͯͨ͜͠ͱͱͲͷΑ͏ͳؔ܎ʹ͋Δͷ͔ɺ͋Δ͍͸ɺهड़౷ܭྔ͔Β
͢Δͱɺ౰࣌ɺখച͕ۀ੷ෆৼ࢈ۀͰ͋ͬͨͨΊͳͷ͔ɺݪҼ͸Θ͔Βͳ͍ɻ͍ͣΕʹ͠
ͯ΋ɺখചۀͷ II ظͰ͸རӹ৘ใʹ value relevance ͕ͳ͍ͷ͔ɺ͞ΒʹݕূΛଓ͚Δඞཁ
͕͋Ζ͏ɻ 
 Ұํɺ ঎ࣾɾԷചۀͱ੡଄ۀͰ͸ɺ རӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͸ɺ 3 ظҰ؏ͯ͠൱ఆ͞Εͳ͍ɻ
Ή͠ΖɺIII ظͰ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋Γɺͦͷ relevance ͕ۙ࣌ߴ·͍ͬͯΔͱ
͍͏Ծઆ͸໌֬ʹ൱ఆ͞ΕΔɻ 




 it it it X P ε β + =  (M1) 





 it it it it u X BVE P + + = β δ δ ˆ
2 1  (J) 
 
͜ͷ J ࣜͷਪఆ݁Ռʹ͓͍ͯɺ1) 0 1 ≠ δ ͔ͭ 0 2 = δ Ͱ͋Ε͹ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁϞσϧ(M2)ͷ΄
͏͕༏Ε͓ͯΓɺٯʹɺ2) 0 1 = δ ͔ͭ 0 2 ≠ δ Ͱ͋Ε͹ɺརӹϞσϧ(M1)ͷ΄͏͕༏Ε͍ͯ
                                                       
7  ରশతͳఆࣜԽ͔Β͖͋Β͔ͳΑ͏ʹɺ BVE γˆ ͱ X ͱͷଟॏճؼͷܗʹ(J)ࣜΛมߋͯ͠΋ɺ݁࿦
͸มΘΒͳ͍ɻ   12
Δ
8ɻ 








 Table 7 ͸ɺ J-test ͷ݁ՌΛཁ໿ͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ BVE model ͷԼͷ਺ࣈ͸ J ࣜʹΑΔ 1 δ ͷ
ਪఆ݁ՌͰ͋ΓɺOPʢOI, NIʣmodel ͷԼͷ਺ࣈ͸ɺ֤རӹઆ໌ม਺ͱͨ͠৔߹ͷ 2 δ ͷਪ
ఆ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ2 ஈͷ਺ࣈͷ্ஈ͸ɺWhite ͷ t ஋Ͱ͋ΓɺԼஈ͸༗ҙ֬཰Ͱ͋Δɻ͜ΕҎ
߱ɺओͱͯ͠஫໨͢Δͷ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁϞσϧ͕རӹϞσϧΑΓ΋༏Ε͍ͯΔέʔεͰ͋
ΔɻͦΕʹ֘౰͢Δͷ͸ɺݐઃۀͷ III ظʢ3 छͷརӹ͢΂ͯʣͱɺখചۀͷ II ظʢܦৗར
ӹͱ७རӹʣ ɺ͓ΑͼαʔϏεۀͷ II ظʢ७རӹʣͰ͋Δɻ 









અͰɺޙ൒ͷݕূ࡞ۀ͸ 7 અͰߦ͏ɻ 
 
̑ རӹͷූ߸ͱมԽֹ
                                                       
8  ͳ͓ɺvalue relevance Λݕূ͢Δ৔߹ͷճؼࣜͱಉ༷ɺલظ຤גՁΛσϑϨʔλʔͱͯ͠ར༻͠ɺ
͞Βʹɺظؒͷϓʔϧ෼ੳʹ͓͍ͯ೥౓ޮՌΛίϯτϩʔϧ͢ΔͨΊɺ೥౓μϛʔΛؚΊͯ J-test
Λ࣮ߦͨ͠ɻ 
9  ͳ͓ɺෳ਺ͷϞσϧͷ͍͋ͩͰઆ໌ྗΛൺֱ͢Δݕূख๏Λ࿦ͨ͡΋ͷʹ͸ɺBiddle et al. (1995)
΍ Dechow et al. (1998)ͳͲ͕͋Δɻ2 ͭͷ࿦จͰࢧ࣋͞Ε͍ͯΔ֤ํ๏ʹൺ΂ɺ͜ͷ࿦จͰ࠾༻͢Δ
J-test ͸؆୯ͳख๏Ͱ͋Γɺͦͷ෼ੳίετ͕௿͍఺΋ɺ͜ΕΛ࠾༻ͨ͠ཧ༝ͷ 1 ͭͰ͋Δɻ   13
5.1 ਖ਼ͷརӹͱෛͷརӹʢଛࣦʣͷ෼཭ 
 ैདྷ͔Βɺརӹ͕ਖ਼ͷ৔߹ͱෛʢଛࣦʣͷ৔߹Ͱ͸ɺརӹͷ persistence ͕ҟͳΔͱ͍Θ
Ε͍ͯΔɻଛࣦ͸ transitory Ͱ͋ΔͨΊɺOLS ճؼʹ͓͍ͯɺଛࣦͷ৔߹ʹ͸རӹʹ͔͔
Δ܎਺͕ΑΓখ͘͞ͳΔΘ͚Ͱ͋Δɻ͜ͷ࿦จͰ΋ɺଛࣦΛܭ্͍ͯ͠ΔαϯϓϧΛ 1ɺ
ͦΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱ͢Δμϛʔม਺ DL Λ༻͍ͯɺԼهͷࣜʹΑΔճؼਪఆΛͨ͠ɻ 
 
 it it L it it u X D X P + + + = 2 1 β β α  (M3) 
 
্ ه (M3)ʹΑΔճؼͷ݁Ռ͸ɺTable 8 ʹܝࡌͨ͠ɻଛࣦαϯϓϧ͕ͳ͍৔߹ʹ͸ɺදத
ʮ---ʯͰࣔͯ͋͠Δɻ·ͣɺݐઃۀͷ III ظͰ͸ɺӦۀརӹͷ৔߹΋ܦৗརӹͷ৔߹΋ɺ
རӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺ 1 β ͸౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͰ͋Δɻଛࣦαϯϓϧʹ͔͔Δ௥Ճత܎਺ 2 β ͷූ߸
͸ɺ͍ͣΕ΋ෛͰ͋Δ͕ɺܦৗརӹͷ΄͏͚ͩɺ౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͰ͋Δʢ1%ਫ४ʣ ɻ͜ͷ݁




 ಉ༷ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺখചۀͷ II ظʹ͓͍ͯɺӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹʹ͍ͭͯ΋؍࡯͞ΕΔɻଛ
ࣦʹݻ༗ͷཁҼΛμϛʔม਺Ͱ෼཭͢Δ͜ͱʹΑͬͯɺ རӹ৘ใ͕ value relevant Ͱ͋Δ͜
ͱ͕֬ೝͰ͖Δɻ ͨͩ͠ɺ ७རӹʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ͜ͷμϛʔม਺Λ༻͍ͯ΋ɺ རӹͷ relevance
Λݕग़Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻ 
 ·ͨɺෆಈ࢈ۀͷ I ظͷ७རӹʹ͍ͭͯ΋ɺϞσϧ(M3)Ͱ͸རӹͷ relevance Λݕग़Ͱ͖
ͳ͍ɻલઅͷ෼ੳͰ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͱརӹʹΑΔଟॏճؼͷ݁Ռʹ͔Μͯ͠ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ
͕རӹͷ৘ใΛิ׬ͯ͠རӹͷ relevance ΛߴΊ͍ͯΔՄೳੑΛࢦఠͨ͠ɻ ͦͷ໰୊ʹؔ࿈




 ͦΕҎ֎ʹɺෆಈ࢈ͷӦۀརӹͷ IɺII ظɺܦৗརӹͷ I ظɺαʔϏεۀͷ I ظʹ͍ͭͯ





ʹ༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋Ͱ͋ͬͨʢtʹ3.149ɺpʹ0.002ʣ ɻଛࣦαϯϓϧ͸ 3 ݸ͔͠ͳ͍ͨΊɺճؼ
ਪఆ͸Ͱ͖ͳ͔ͬͨɻܦৗརӹʢ७རӹʣʹ͍ͭͯ΋ɺਖ਼ͷརӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸౷ܭతʹ
༗ҙͰ͋ͬͨ ʢܦৗརӹͷ৔߹͸ tʹ2.914ɺ pʹ0.005ɺ ७རӹͷ৔߹͸ tʹ3.464ɺ pʹ0.001ʣ ɻ
ଛࣦαϯϓϧ͸ 9 ݸʢ7 ݸʣͰ͋Γɺճؼਪఆʹ͸աগͰ͋ͬͨɻ͜ΕΒͷ݁Ռ͔Βɺଛ
ࣦαϯϓϧ͕Өڹྗͷڧ͍ҟৗαϯϓϧͱͯ͠ɺ Table 4 ͷ୯ճؼͷ݁ՌΛ࿪Ί͍ͯͨͱ൑




 ݁ہɺࠇࣈͱ੺ࣈͷάϧʔϓผճؼʹΑͬͯ΋ɺෆಈ࢈ۀͷ II ظͷӦۀརӹɺখചۀͷ
II ظͷ७རӹɺαʔϏεۀͷ I ظͰ͸͢΂ͯͷརӹɺII ظͷ७རӹʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺརӹͷ
relevance ͸֬ೝͰ͖ͳ͍ɻ͜ΕΒͷ࢈ۀʵظͰ͸ɺଛࣦαϯϓϧͷଘࡏ͕རӹͷ relevance
Λ௿Լ͍ͤͯ͞ΔΘ͚Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻ΋ͬͱ΋ɺαʔϏεۀͷ I ظͰ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ৘ใʹ







5.2 རӹͷมԽֹͷ relevance 
 རӹͷਫ४ֹͱͱ΋ʹɺརӹͷมԽֹͷ৘ใ΋ value relevant Ͱ͋Δ͜ͱ͸ɺΑ͘஌ΒΕ
͍ͯΔɻ͞ΒʹɺܦӦऀ΋౤ࢿՈ΋ɺରલ೥౓ൺͰͷ૿ݮʹ஫ҙΛ޲͚͍ͯΔ͜ͱ΋ɺઌ
ߦݚڀʹΑ͖ͬͯ͋Β͔ʹ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷ࿦จͰ΋ɺརӹͷมԽֹͷϞσϧʢҎԼͷ
M4ʣ ɺ͓Αͼͦͷਖ਼ෛͷූ߸Λ۠ผͨ͠ϞσϧʢҎԼͷ M5ʣʹΑͬͯɺརӹͷ relevance
Λݕূͨ͠ɻ 
                                                       
10 II ظͷܦৗརӹͷਪఆ݁Ռ͸ɺ1 ݸͷଛࣦαϯϓϧʹΑͬͯଛࣦμϛʔʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͕ҟৗʹେ
͖ͳ஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔ͕ɺͦΕΛ෼ੳ͔Βআ͍ͯ΋ɺརӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸ɺ1%ਫ४Ͱ༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋Ͱ
͋ͬͨɻ   15
 
 it it it u X P + + = ∆ β α ∆  (M4) 
 it it N it it u X D X P + + + = ∆ β ∆ β α ∆ 2 1  (M5) 
 
͜͜ͰɺX ͸རӹͷม਺Ͱ͋Γɺ 1 − − = it it it X X X ∆ Ͱ͋ΔɻDN ͸ɺݮӹαϯϓϧΛ 1ɺͦ
ΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱ͢Δμϛʔม਺Ͱ͋Δɻͳ͓ɺ͜ͷ࿦จͰ͸ɺݸʑͷࣜͷදݱͰ͸লུͯ͠
͍Δ͕ɺ ఆ਺߲͓Αͼఆ਺μϛʔΛআ͘ม਺͸͢΂ͯલظ຤גՁͰσϑϨʔτ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ
͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺ(M4)͓Αͼ(M5)ࣜͷඃઆ໌ม਺͸ɺਖ਼֬ʹ͸ɺ 1 / − it it P P ∆ Ͱ͋Γɺ͜Ε͸ɺ
1 / − it it P P ͔Β 1 Λ߇আͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δ͔Βɺ͜ͷݚڀͰ͸ɺגՁਫ४Λඃઆ໌ม਺ͱ͢Δ
ϞσϧͱגՁมԽֹΛඃઆ໌ม਺ͱ͢ΔϞσϧͱͷ݁ՌΛൺֱ͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖Δɻ 
 Table 9 ͸ɺϞσϧ(M4)ʹΑΔճؼ෼ੳͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ͜͜Ͱ͸ɺલ߲ͷ
෼ੳ·ͰͰ͍·ͩརӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͕֬ೝ͞Ε͍ͯͳ͍࢈ۀʵظʹؔ৺Λ޲͚Α͏ɻ ෆ
ಈ࢈ۀͷ II ظͷӦۀརӹɺখചۀͷ II ظͷ७རӹɺαʔϏεۀͷ I ظͷ͢΂ͯͷརӹʹͭ
͍ͯ͸ɺ͜͜ͰͷརӹมԽֹΛઆ໌ม਺ͱ͢ΔϞσϧΛ௨ͯ͡ɺརӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͕؍
࡯Ͱ͖Δɻ ͱ͘ʹ஫໨͍ͨ͠ͷ͸ɺ αʔϏεۀͷ I ظͰ͋Δɻ ͲͷछྨͷརӹΛͱͬͯ΋ɺ
ਫ४ֹͷ৘ใ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋ͬͨͷʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺมԽֹͷ৘ใ͸ɺٯʹɺͲͷछྨͷརӹ






ʔϏεۀͷ II ظʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ७རӹͷਫ४ֹ΋มԽֹ΋ irrelevant Ͱ͋Δɻ΋ͪΖΜɺ౤
ࢿՈ͸ɺ֤छͷঢ়گʹԠͯ͡ར༻͢ΔརӹͷछྨΛબ୒͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ΔͨΊɺ͔Γʹ७





 ͭ͗ͷݕ౼՝୊͸ɺ૿ӹͱݮӹͷඇରশੑͰ͋ΔɻϞσϧ(M5)ʹΑΔݕূ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊ  16
ͨͷ͕ɺTable 10 Ͱ͋ΔɻརӹͷมԽֹΛ૿ӹͱݮӹʹ෼͚ͨ͜ͱʹͱ΋ͳͬͯɺTable 9
Ͱ͸؍࡯͞Εͳ͔ͬͨརӹͷ relevance ͕ɺ͋Βͨʹ Table 10 Ͱ֬ೝͰ͖Δ఺ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ
ৄࡉͳઆ໌Λཁ͠ͳ͍Ͱ͋Ζ͏ɻ͜͜Ͱ͸ɺ૿ӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺ 1 β ͱݮӹʹ͔͔Δ௥Ճత܎
਺ 2 β ͷූ߸ʹ͍ͭͯɺओཁͳ 3 ͭͷέʔεʹ஫໨͍ͨ͠ɻ 
ୈ 1 ͸ɺ 0 1 > β ͔ͭ 0 2 = β ͷέʔεͰ͋Δɻ͜Ε͸ɺ૿ӹͱݮӹͷ persistence ʹ͍ͨ͢
Δ౤ࢿՈͷධՁ͕ରশతͳέʔεͰ͋Δɻ ࣮ݱͨ͠རӹͷ૿ݮʹԠͯ͡ɺ permanent earnings
ͷظ଴΋ػցతʹվగ͞Εɺاۀͷऩӹ֫ಘೳྗ͕ͦͷ··࣮੷ʹ൓ө͞Ε͍ͯΔఆৗత
ͳঢ়ଶΛҙຯ͍ͯ͠Δɻݐઃۀͱෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸Ӧۀརӹͷ I ظͱ II ظɺαʔϏεۀͰ͸Ӧ
ۀརӹͱܦৗརӹͷ II ظͱ III ظɺ঎ࣾɾԷചۀͱখചۀͷ७རӹͷ I ظͳͲͰɺ͜ͷ൓
Ԡ͕؍࡯͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ 
ୈ 2 ͸ɺ 0 1 > β ͔ͭ 0 2 < β ͷέʔεͰ͋Δɻ ͜Ε͸ɺ ݮӹͷ΄͏͕ΑΓ transitory Ͱ͋Γɺ
৘ใͷ relevance ͕௿͍έʔεͰ͋Δɻͨͱ͑ݮӹ͕ੜͯ͡΋ɺpermanent earnings ͷظ଴
ͷԼํमਖ਼ʹ͸݁ͼ͔ͭͣɺ௕ظతʹ͸૿ӹ͕ظ଴͞Ε͍ͯΔʢજࡏతʣ੒௕ঢ়ଶΛҙຯ
͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜ͷΑ͏ͳඇରশͳ൓Ԡ͸ɺ঎ࣾɾԷചۀͱখചۀʹ͓͍ͯɺӦۀརӹͱܦৗ
རӹͷ I ظͱ II ظɺ੡଄ۀͰ͸͢΂ͯͷརӹʹ͍ͭͯ I ظͱ II ظͰ֬ೝͰ͖Δɻ 
ୈ3 ͸ɺ 0 2 > β ͷέʔεͰ͋Δɻ͜Ε͸ɺୈ 2 ͷέʔεͱٯʹɺΉ͠Ζݮӹͷ΄͏͕




͕ଟ͍͜ͱ͸ɺ͢ͰʹචऀͷݚڀͰใࠂͨ͠ʢେ೔ํ, 2002a, 2003aʣ ɻ͜ͷ൓Ԡ͸ɺ঎ࣾɾ
Էചۀͱ੡଄ۀͰ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷརӹʹ͍ͭͯ III ظͰ؍࡯͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ͞ΒʹɺݐઃۀͰ
͸ɺ७རӹͷ I ظͱ III ظɺαʔϏεۀͷܦৗརӹͷ I ظʹ؍࡯͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ 
Table 10 Ͱ͸ɺҙ֎ͳ͜ͱʹɺෆಈ࢈ۀͱখചۀͰ͸ɺIII ظͰ΋͜ͷΑ͏ͳ൓Ԡ͸ੜ͡
͍ͯͳ͍ɻ྆࢈ۀͰ͸ɺརӹͷมԽֹΛ૿ӹͱݮӹͱʹ෼͚ͳ͍৔߹ʹ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷརӹ
͸ III ظͰ͸ value relevant Ͱ͋ͬͨʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣ ʢTable 9ʣ ɺ ૿ӹͱݮӹͱΛ෼͚ͨ Table 
10 Ͱ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷརӹ͸ III ظͰ irrelevant Ͱ͋Δɻ͜Ε͸ɺݮӹμϛʔ͕ճؼਪఆʹϊΠ
ζΛ࣋ͪࠐΜͩ͜ͱΛҙຯ͍ͯ͠Δɻͦ͜Ͱɺิ׬తʹɺෆಈ࢈ۀͱখചۀͷ III ظʹͭ
͍ͯɺ૿ӹͱݮӹͷάϧʔϓผʹརӹมԽֹʹΑΔ୯ճؼ෼ੳΛࢼΈͨɻӦۀརӹͱܦৗ
རӹʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ͍ͣΕͷάϧʔϓ΋༗ҙຯͳ݁Ռ͸ಘΒΕͳ͔ͬͨɻ ७རӹʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ  17
૿ӹάϧʔϓͰ͸རӹͷมԽֹ͕༗ҙͳม਺Ͱ͸ͳ͔ͬͨͷʹ͍ͨͯ͠ɺݮӹάϧʔϓͰ
͸ɺ རӹͷมԽֹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͸༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋Ͱ͋ͬͨ ʢෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸ɺ t=1.859ɺ p=0.066ɺ
খചۀͰ͸ɺt=2.594ɺp=0.010ʣ ɻิ׬తͳূڌͰ͸͋Δ͕ɺෆಈ࢈ۀͱখചۀͰ΋ɺ७ར
ӹͷ૿ӹ৘ใΑΓ΋ɺݮӹ৘ใͷ΄͏͕౤ࢿՈʹ͸ persuasive Ͱ͋Δͱड͚ࢭΊΒΕ͍ͯ





ͱ͖ɺ େن໛ͳརӹมԽֹ͸খن໛ͳརӹมԽֹΑΓ΋ transitory Ͱ͋Δͷ͔ͱ͍͏࣮ূ՝
୊΋ݕূ͖ͯͨ͠ɻେن໛ͳ૿ݮӹʹ͸גՁ͸খ͞ͳ൓ԠΛࣔ͢ͱ͍͏ S ࣈܕ൓ԠΛࢧ࣋









 it it SH it N it it u X D X D X P + + + + = 3 2 1 β β β α  (M6) 
 
্هͷ X ͸རӹਫ४ͷֹʢ1 ג͋ͨΓʣ ɺDN ͸ɺݮӹαϯϓϧΛ 1ɺͦΕҎ֎Λ 0 ͱ͢Δ
μϛʔม਺Ͱ͋ΔɻDSH ͸ɺେن໛૿ӹΛද͢μϛʔม਺Ͱ͋ΓɺӦۀརӹɺܦৗརӹɺ
७རӹͷ͢΂͕ͯ૿ӹͰɺ͔ͭɺ 1 − it it P X ∆ ͕೥౓ͷ࢈ۀϝσΟΞϯΛ௒͑Δ৔߹Λ 1 ͱ
͍ͯ͠Δɻͦͷճؼͷ݁ՌΛ·ͱΊͨͷ͕ɺTable 11 Ͱ͋Δɻ 
ճ ؼ ࣜ (M6)ͷ 3 β ͕༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔͷ͸ɺݐઃۀͰ͸ɺI ظͷӦۀརӹɺܦৗ
རӹɺ७རӹɺIII ظͷӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹͰ͋Δɻෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸ I ظͷ७རӹͷΈͰɺ঎
ࣾɾԷചۀͰ͸ɺIII ظͷ७རӹҎ֎ͷ͢΂ͯʹ͓͍ͯɺ 3 β ͸ਖ਼ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻখചۀͰ
͸ 3 ͭͷརӹͱ΋ I ظͷΈʹ͓͍ͯɺαʔϏεۀͰ͸ɺII ظͷܦৗརӹͱ७རӹɺIII ظͷ  18
ܦৗརӹʹ͓͍ͯɺ੡଄ۀͰ͸ɺI ظͷӦۀརӹɺܦৗརӹɺ७རӹɺII ظͷӦۀརӹͱ
ܦৗརӹʹ͓͍ͯɺ 3 β ͸ਖ਼ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ ͦΕΒͷ͏ͪʹ͸ɺ খن໛૿ӹʹ͔͔Δ܎਺ 1 β
͕ 10%ਫ४Ͱ༗ҙͰ͸ͳ͍έʔε΋͋Δɻ ݐઃۀͷ III ظͷܦৗརӹɺ ෆಈ࢈ۀͷ I ظͷ७
རӹɺখചۀͷ I ظͷӦۀརӹɺαʔϏεۀͷ II ظͷܦৗརӹͰ͋Δɻͱ͘ʹޙऀͷέʔ
εʹ֘౰͢Δ࢈ۀʵظͰ͸ɺձܭ্ͷརӹͱμϛʔม਺ DSH ͕ɺ ʮউͪ૊اۀʢwinnerʣ ʯ
Λࣝผ͍ͯͨ͠ͷͰ͋Δɻ 
 ͔͠͠ɺେن໛૿ӹͷ persistence ͕ͭͶʹߴ͍ͱ͍͏Θ͚Ͱ͸ͳ͍ɻاۀ͕ڝ૪༏Ґʹ
ͳ͘ɺ େن໛ͳ૿ӹΛ࣋ଓͰ͖ͳ͍ͱ༧૝͞ΕΕ͹ɺ ͦΕ͸ transitory ͳཁૉͱΈͳ͞ΕΔɻ
࣮ࡍɺখചۀͱ੡଄ۀͷ III ظͷ७རӹͰ͸ɺ 3 β ͸༗ҙͳෛͷ஋ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔɻI ظͰ͸ͦ
Ε͕ਖ਼Ͱ͋ͬͨʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣɺIII ظʹ͓͍ͯɺͦΕ͕ෛʹมԽ͢Δͷ͸ɺܠؾͳͲͷܦ
ࡁ؀ڥͷมԽΛߟ͑Ε͹ɺ߹ཧతʹղऍͰ͖Δɻͦͷ఺Λߟ͑Δͱɺ঎ࣾɾԷചۀͷӦۀ























͠ͳ͍ɻେ೔ํ (2002c, 2003b) ʹΑΕ͹ɺ ʮӦۀ֎ଛӹʯ΍ʮಛผଛӹ͓Αͼ੫ʯʹ΋ɺ
ݻ༗ͷ৘ใ಺༰ؚ͕·Ε͓ͯΓɺ ͦΕΒ͕ value relevant Ͱ͋Δ೥౓͋Δ͍͸࢈ۀʵظؒ΋
ଘࡏ͍ͯ͠Δɻ 
 ͜ͷ࿦จͰ΋ɺͦΕΒͷརӹͷߏ੒ཁૉʹ relevance ͕͋Δͷ͔ΛɺԼهͷճؼࣜʹΑͬ
͔ͯ֬Ίͨɻ 
 
 it it it it it u EXT FIN OP P + + + + = 3 2 1 β β β α  (M7) 
 
͜͜Ͱ OP ͸ӦۀརӹɺFIN ͸Ӧۀ֎ଛӹɺEXT ͸ಛผଛӹ͓Αͼ੫Ͱ͋Δɻ 
 Table 12 ͸ɺ ม਺ؒͷ૬ؔ܎਺Λ·ͱΊͨ΋ͷͰ͋Γɺ ্ஈ͸ϐΞιϯͷੵ཰૬ؔ܎਺ɺ
Լஈ͸εϐΞϚϯͷॱҐ૬ؔ܎਺Λද͠ɺΧοί಺ͷ਺ࣈ͸༗ҙ֬཰Λද͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜Ε
ΛݟΔͱɺݐઃۀͷ II ظɺෆಈ࢈ۀͷ I ظͱ II ظɺখചۀͷ I ظʹ͍ͭͯɺม਺ؒͷ૬ؔ
͕ߴ͘ͳ͓ͬͯΓɺଟॏڞઢੑͷ໰୊͕ݒ೦͞ΕΔɻճؼ෼ੳͷ݁Ռ͸ɺTable 13 ʹ·ͱ
Ίͨɻ 








ͷഎܠ͸ෆ໌Ͱ͋Δ΋ͷͷɺ ʮಛผଛӹ͓Αͼ੫ʯ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋Δͱ͍͏௨೦Λ൱ఆ͢
Δͱ͍͏ҙຯͰɺͦͷ relevance Λ֬ೝͨ͜͠ͱͷҙٛ͸େ͖͍ɻ 
 Table 13 ͷ݁Ռʹ͔Μͯ͠ɺ͜ͷ࿦จͷओ୊ͱͷؔ܎Ͱͱ͘ʹ஫໨͓ͯ͘͠΂͖఺͕͋
                                                       
11  ͨͱ͑͹ɺElliot and Hanna (1996)ɺFrancis et al. (1996)ɺRees et al. (1996)ɺChaney et al. ( 2000)ɺ
Khurana and Lippincott (2000)ɺBurgstahler et al. (2002)ɺLopez (2002)  ͳͲɻ   20
ΔɻTable 4 ͷ Panel C Ͱ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷ࢈ۀʹ͓͍ͯɺIII ظͷ७རӹ͸ value relevant Ͱ͋ͬ
ͨɻ͔͠͠ɺͦͷ relevance ͷ͢΂͕ͯɺӦۀརӹ͋Δ͍͸ܦৗརӹͷ relevance ʹࢧ͑Β
Εͨ΋ͷͰ͸ͳ͍ɻTable 13 ͷ݁Ռ͸ɺখചۀΛআ͍ͯɺ७རӹͷ relevance ͸ߏ੒ཁૉ͢
΂ͯͷ relevance ͔Β࢈Έग़͞Ε͍ͯΔ͜ͱΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ ʮ࠷ۙͷظؒʹ͓͍ͯɺ͔ͭɺ
͋Δ͍͸·ͨ͸ɺۀ੷ෆৼͷ࢈ۀͰ͸རӹ৘ใ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋Δʯͱ͍͏Ծઆ͸ɺ͜͜Ͱ
΋غ٫͞ΕΔɻ 
 ͜͜Ͱɺ୯ճؼͷ݁ՌʢTable 4ʣͱൺֱͯ͠ɺTable 13 ͷ݁ՌΛ֬ೝ͠Α͏ɻݐઃۀͷ
III ظͰ͸ɺӦۀརӹ΋ܦৗརӹ΋ irrelevant Ͱ͋ͬͨʹ΋͔͔ΘΒͣɺߏ੒ཁૉͷ͢΂ͯ
͕ relevant ͳม਺Ͱ͋Δɻ͜Ε͸ɺߏ੒ཁૉͷ૊Έ߹Θ͔ͤΒɺ͋Βͨͳ৘ใՁ஋͕ੜ·
ΕΔ͜ͱΛ͍ࣔࠦͯ͠Δɻ 
 ΍΍حົͳ݁ՌΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δͷ͸ɺෆಈ࢈ۀͷ II ظͰ͋Δɻ୯ճؼ෼ੳͰ͸ɺܦৗརӹ













relevant Ͱ͋ͬͨ͜ͱ͸ɺόϒϧظͷෆಈ࢈ۀʹ͓͍ͯ΋ɺརӹͷ৘ใͷ relevance ͸ࣦΘ
Ε͍ͯͳ͍͜ͱΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
 αʔϏεۀͷ I ظͱখചۀͷ II ظ͸ɺ୯ճؼͰ΋ɺߏ੒ཁૉͷॏճؼͰ΋ɺརӹͷ
relevance Λ֬ೝ͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻ΋ͪΖΜɺͳΜͲ΋܁Γฦ͠ड़΂͍ͯΔΑ͏ʹɺਫ
                                                       
12  ଟॏڞઢੑͷ໰୊Λແࢹͯ͠ɺ͋͑ͯɺӦۀརӹͱӦۀ֎ଛӹʹΑΔଟॏճؼΛࢼΈͨͱ͜Ζɺ
I ظͰ͸͍ͣΕ΋౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͰ͸ͳ͘ɺII ظͰ͸྆ऀͷ܎਺͸༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ஋Ͱ͋Γʢ1%ਫ४ʣ ɺIII
ظͰ͸ɺӦۀརӹͷΈ͕༗ҙͳม਺Ͱ͋ͬͨʢ5%ਫ४ʣ ɻ͜Ε͸ɺόϒϧظʢII ظʣʹ͓͍ͯ΋ɺ
౤ࢿՈ͸φΠʔϰͰ͸ͳ͔ͬͨ͜ͱΛ͍ࣔࠦͯ͠Δɻ   21
४ֹͷ relevance ͕རӹͷ relevance ͷ͢΂ͯͰ͸ͳ͍ɻΉ͠ΖɺͦΕΒͷ࢈ۀʵظͰ͸ɺ












 it it it it it u EXT FIN OP P + + + + = ∆ β ∆ β ∆ β α 3 2 1  (M8) 
 
 ม਺ؒͷ૬ؔ܎਺͸ Table 14 Ͱ͋Γɺճؼͷ݁Ռ͸ Table 15 Ͱ͋Δɻ·ͣୈ 1 ʹ஫໨͢
Δͷ͸ɺརӹͷมԽֹʹΑΔ୯ճؼ෼ੳͷ݁ՌʢTable 9ʣͱͷ૬ҧ఺Ͱ͋Δɻෆಈ࢈ۀͷ
I ظ͸ɺ͍ͣΕͷརӹʹ͍ͭͯ΋ɺมԽֹͷม਺͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋Γɺߏ੒ཁૉʹ෼ղͨ͠
Table 15 Ͱ͸ɺӦۀ֎ଛӹͷมԽֹͱಛผଛӹ͓Αͼ੫ͷมԽֹ͕༗ҙͳม਺ʹͳ͍ͬͯ
Δɻ͔͠΋ɺ྆ऀͷ܎਺͸ϚΠφεͰ͋ΔɻӦۀརӹͱଞͷ 2 ͭͷม਺ͷ૬͕ؔ΍΍ߴ͍





͋Γʢt= -2.480ɺp=0.015ʣ ɺ݁Ռ͸มΘΒͳ͔ͬͨɻ 
 ͭ͗ʹண໨͢Δͷ͸ɺݐઃۀͱෆಈ࢈ۀͷ II ظͰ͋Δɻ୯ճؼ෼ੳͰ͸ɺӦۀརӹͷม
ԽֹͱܦৗརӹͷมԽֹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋Γɺ७རӹͷมԽֹ͸ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͔ͬͨɻҰ
ํɺଟॏճؼͷ Table 15 Ͱ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷߏ੒ཁૉ͕ relevant Ͱͳ͘ͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜Ε͸ɺ
∆EXT ͕૬౰ʹେ͖ͳϊΠζΛؚΈɺճؼਪఆΛ࿪Ί͍ͯΔՄೳੑΛࣔࠦ͢Δɻͦ͜Ͱɺ  22
∆OP ͱ∆FIN ʹΑΔॏճؼΛࢼΈͨɻ ෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸ɺ ྆ऀͷ܎਺͸͍ͣΕ΋ਖ਼Ͱ౷ܭతʹ
༗ҙʢ1%ਫ४ʣͰ͕͋ͬͨɺݐઃۀͰ͸ɺ∆OP ʹ͔͔Δ܎਺͚͕ͩ౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͳਖ਼ͷ
஋Ͱ͋ͬͨʢ5%ਫ४ʣ ɻ 
αʔϏεۀͷ II ظͰ͸ɺ୯ճؼ෼ੳͰ͸७རӹͷมԽֹ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋ͬͨͷʹ͍ͨ
ͯ͠ɺ͜͜Ͱߏ੒ཁૉʹ෼ղ͢ΔͱɺӦۀརӹͷมԽֹ͚͕ͩ౷ܭతʹ༗ҙͳઆ໌ม਺ʹ
ͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ͜͜Ͱ͸Ή͠Ζɺ∆FIN ΍ ∆EXT ͕ ∆OP ʹؚ·ΕΔϊΠζͷӨڹΛ؇࿨͠
͍ͯΔΑ͏Ͱ͋Δɻ 
ୈ 2 ʹ஫໨͢Δͷ͸ɺ∆EXT ͷ relevance Ͱ͋Δɻ΋ͬͱ΋ɺલड़ͷ௨Γɺ͜ͷม਺ʹ͸
ࡶଟͳ߲໨ؚ͕·Ε͓ͯΓɺTable 15 ͷ݁ՌͷܦݧతͳҙຯΛղऍ͢Δ͜ͱʹ͸৻ॏʹͳ
Β͟ΔΛ͑ͳ͍ɻ͜͜Ͱ֬ೝ͍ͨ͠ͷ͸ɺͦΕ͕͔ͳΓϊΠδʔͳม਺Ͱ͋Δͱͯ͠΋ɺ
·ͬͨ͘ relevance ͕ͳ͍Θ͚Ͱ͸ͳ͍ͱ͍͏఺Ͱ͋Δɻ Ӧۀརӹ΍ܦৗརӹΛ bottom line
ͱͤͣʹɺ Θ͟Θ͟७རӹ·Ͱܭࢉ͢Δ͜ͱͷ߹ཧੑ͕໰ΘΕͨͱ͖ɺ ʮಛผଛӹ͓Αͼ੫ʯ
ʹ΋ɺ ఔ౓͸ྼΔ΋ͷͷrelevance͕ೝΊΒΕΔ͜ͱ͕ɺ ͦͷ౴͑ͷ1ͭʹͳΔ͔ΒͰ͋Δɻ
੡଄ۀͰ͸3 ظҰ؏ͯ͠ɺ ঎ࣾ ɾ ԷചۀͱখചۀͰ͸I ظɺ ෆಈ࢈ۀͰ͸I ظͱIIIظͰ∆EXT
ͷ܎਺͸౷ܭతʹ༗ҙʹͳ͍ͬͯΔͱ͍͏ࣄ࣮Λ͜͜Ͱ֬ೝ͓͖͍ͯͨ͠ɻ 














 લઅ·Ͱͷ෼ੳʹΑͬͯɺਫ४ֹ͚ͩͰͳ͘ɺมԽֹ΍ม਺ͷූ߸ͳͲʹண໨͢Δ͜ͱ  23
ʹΑͬͯɺརӹ৘ใʹ͸ਫ४ֹҎ֎ͷ relevance ͕ଘࡏ͢Δ͜ͱΛ֬ೝͨ͠ɻͦͷ͜ͱΛલ













ͨϞσϧͱΛ J-test ʹΑͬͯൺֱͨ͠ɻTable 7 ʹ͓͍ͯɺ1) 0 1 = δ ͔ͭ 0 2 ≠ δ ͷɺརӹͷ
΄͏͕७ࢿ࢈฽ՁΑΓ΋આ໌ྗ͕༏͍ͬͯΔέʔεͱɺ2) 0 1 ≠ δ ͔ͭ 0 2 ≠ δ ͷɺ७ࢿ࢈฽
Ձͷઆ໌ྗ͕༏͍ͬͯΔͱ͸͍͑ͳ͍έʔε͸ɺ͜͜Ͱͷݕ౼ର৅͔Βআ͘ɻ͞Βʹɺ3) 
0 1 = δ ͔ͭ 0 2 = δ ͷɺ͍ͣΕʹ΋આ໌ྗ͕ͳ͍ͱ൑ఆ͞Εͨέʔεʹ͸ɺརӹͷ relevance
ͷ༗ແͱ͸ҟͳΔ໰୊ؚ͕·Ε͍ͯΔͨΊɺ͜͜Ͱ͸ݕ౼͠ͳ͍ʢৄ͘͠͸߲࣍Ͱٞ࿦͢
Δʣ ɻ͜͜Ͱݕ౼͢Δͷ͸ɺTable 7 Ͱ 4) 0 1 ≠ δ ͔ͭ 0 2 = δ ͷɺརӹΑΓ΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷઆ
໌ྗ͕༏͍ͬͯͨ 6 ͭͷέʔεͰ͋Δɻݕূखଓ͖͸ɺલड़ͷॱংͰɺ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ৘ใ
ͱগͳ͘ͱ΋ಉ౳Ҏ্ͷઆ໌ྗ͕͋ΔϞσϧ͕ݟ͔ͭΔ·Ͱߦͬͨɻ 
 ݕূ݁Ռ͸ Table 16 ʹ·ͱΊͨɻ࢈ۀʵظͷηϧͷ͏ͪɺ্ஈͷϓϥΠϜ͕෇͍͍ͯͳ
͍൪߸͸ɺTable 7 ͷ΋ͷɺ͢ͳΘͪɺརӹਫ४Λઆ໌ม਺ͱͨ͠৔߹ͷൺֱ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ
ԼஈͷϓϥΠϜ͕෇͍͍ͯΔ൪߸͸ɺརӹͷม਺Λઆ໌ม਺ͱͯ͠վྑΛՃ͑ͨϞσϧͱ
ͷൺֱ݁ՌͰ͋Δɻ རӹͷϞσϧͷ໊শʹ LOSS ͱ෇͍͍ͯΔͷ͸Ϟσϧ(M3)Ͱ͋Γɺ ∆͸
มԽֹΛม਺ͱͨ͠Ϟσϧ(M4)ɺN ͸૿ӹͱݮӹʹ஫໨ͨ͠Ϟσϧ(M5)ɺCOMP ͸ߏ੒ཁ
ૉͷϞσϧ(M7)Λࢦ͍ͯ͠Δɻ 
Table 16 Ͱ਺ࣈ͕ຒΊΒΕ͍ͯΔηϧ͸ɺTable 7 Ͱ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕༗ҙͱ൑ఆ͞Ε







ͷ relevance Λ্ճ͍ͬͯΔͱ͸͍͑ͳ͍ɻ 




II ظʹ͓͍ͯɺҰൠʹརӹΑΓ΋७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏͕ relevance ͕ߴ͍ͱ͸͍͑ͳ͍ɻͨͱ
͑͹ɺӦۀརӹͷଛࣦΛίϯτϩʔϧͨ͠ͱ͖ͷઆ໌ྗ͸ɺ७ࢿ࢈฽ՁͷͦΕΛ྇կͯ͠
͍ͨɻ ͦͷϞσϧͷ J-test Ͱ͸ɺ ७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ΄͏ͷ 1 δ ͸༗ҙͰ͸ͳ͘ ʢt=1.375ɺ p=0.172ʣ ɺ
རӹͷ΄͏ͷ 2 δ ͸༗ҙͰ͋ͬͨʢt=4.822ɺp=0.000ʣ ɻ౤ࢿՈ͸ɺదٓɺ༗༻ͳརӹͷ৘ใ
Λબ୒ͯ͠࢖͑͹Α͍͔ΒɺҰൠԽ͍ͯ͠͏ͳΒɺ͜ͷέʔεͰ͸རӹ৘ใͷ relevance
ͷ΄͏͕७ࢿ࢈฽Ձͷ relevance Λ্ճ͍ͬͯΔͷͰ͋Δɻ 
 ͜ͷ࿦จͷओ୊ͷ 1 ͭ͸ɺ རӹ৘ใͷ relevance ͸७ࢿ࢈฽Ձ৘ใͷͦΕʹྼ͍ͬͯͳ͍
͜ͱΛ͔֬ΊΔ͜ͱͰ͋Δɻ རӹ৘ใ͕७ࢿ࢈฽ՁΛ্ճΔ relevance Λ༗͢Δ͜ͱΛ֬ೝ








 લ߲Ͱ͸ɺ2 ͭͷϞσϧͷ༏ྼൺֱʹ J-test Λར༻͕ͨ͠ɺͦΕ͸͋͘·Ͱ΋ɺ༏ྼͷൺ
ֱʹݶΒΕΔͷͰ͋ͬͯɺձܭ৘ใͷ value relevance ͷ༗ແΛ͔֬ΊΔखஈͰ͸ͳ͍ɻا
                                                       
13  ͜ͷ II ظʹ͍ͭͯɺ೥౓ผʹ७རӹͷ relevance Λ͔֬Ίͨͱ͜Ζɺ1986 ೥ 2 ݄ظ͔Β 1989 ೥ 2
݄ظ·Ͱͷ 4 ೥౓͸ɺ७རӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͸ͳ͔ͬͨɻ͔͠͠ɺ1990 ೥ 2 ݄ظ͔Β 1992 ೥ 2 ݄ظͷ
3 ೥౓Ͱ͸ɺ७རӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋ͬͨɻ   25
ۀධՁϞσϧʹ΋ͱ͍ͮͯճؼ෼ੳΛ͠ɺ ͦͷූ߸ݕఆʹΑͬͯ৘ใͷ relevance ͷ༗ແΛ
͔֬ΊΔͷ͕ɺֶքͰఆணͨ͠ख๏Ͱ͋Δɻ͔Γʹ௨ৗͷҙຯͰརӹ͕ relevant Ͱ͋ͬͯ
΋ɺ J-test Ͱઆ໌ྗͷ͋ΔϞσϧͱ൑ఆ͞Εͳ͍͜ͱ΋͋Δɻ ൺֱͷৄࡉ͸͜͜Ͱઆ໌͠ͳ
͍͕ɺJ-test ʹґଘͯ͠ relevance ͷ൑ఆ͸Ͱ͖ͳ͍ɻ͜ͷ࿦จͷओཁͳɺ͔ͭɺ΋ͬͱ΋
جૅతͳݕ౼՝୊͸ɺۙ࣌ͷෆگԼͰҰൠʹۀ੷ෆৼ࢈ۀͱ໨͞ΕΔ࢈ۀʹ͍ͭͯɺརӹ
৘ใͷ relevance Λ͔֬ΊΔ͜ͱͰ͋Δɻ࠷ޙʹɺͦͷ֬ೝΛ͓ͯ͜͠͏ɻ 
 ٞ࿦ͷग़ൃ఺͸ɺӦۀརӹɺܦৗརӹɺ७རӹͦΕͧΕͷਫ४ֹʹ͍ͭͯͷ୯ճؼ෼ੳ
ͷ݁ՌʢTable 4ʣͰ͋Δɻ ʮ࠷ۙͷෆگԼͰͷۀ੷ෆৼ࢈ۀʯͷརӹ͸ irrelevant Ͱ͋Δͱ
͍͏Ծઆ͕ࢧ࣋͞Εͨͷ͸ɺݐઃۀͷӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹͰ͋ͬͨɻ͔͠͠ɺ͍ͣΕ΋ɺ
ଛࣦαϯϓϧΛίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δ͜ͱʹΑΓɺӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋Δ͜ͱ
͕֬ೝͰ͖ͨʢTable 8ʣ ɻ͜ͷ݁ՌʹΑͬͯɺෆگԼͰͷۀ੷ෆৼ࢈ۀͷརӹ͸ irrelevant
Ͱ͋Δͱ͍͏Ծઆ͸غ٫͞ΕͨͷͰ͋Δɻ 
 ͭ͗ͷ໰୊͸ɺܠؾΛ໰Θͣɺ͜ͷ࿦จ͕ର৅ͱͨ͠࢈ۀʕʕඇۚ༥ɺඇྉۚن੍࢈ۀ
ʕʕͷརӹ͸ relevant Ͱ͋Δ͔൱͔Ͱ͋ΔɻTable 4 ͷ୯ճؼ෼ੳʹ͓͍ͯརӹͷ relevance
͕֬ೝͰ͖ͳ͔ͬͨ࢈ۀʵظͷ͏ͪɺෆಈ࢈ۀͷ I ظͷӦۀརӹɺܦৗརӹɺ७རӹɺখ
ചۀͷ II ظͷӦۀརӹͱܦৗརӹʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ΍͸ΓଛࣦαϯϓϧΛίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δ͜
ͱʹΑͬͯɺརӹͷ relevance Λݕग़͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ͨʢTable 8ʣ ɻ͞Βʹɺෆಈ࢈ۀͷ II
ظͷӦۀརӹɺ αʔϏε࢈ۀͷ I ظͷ 3 छͷརӹ͢΂ͯʹ͔Μͯ͠͸ɺ རӹͷมԽֹ͕ value 
relevant ͳ৘ใͰ͋ͬͨʢTable 9ʣ ɻ݁ہɺຊ࿦จͷϞσϧʹΑͬͯ΋རӹͷ relevance Λ֬
ೝͰ͖ͳ͍ͷ͸ɺαʔϏεۀͷ II ظͷ७རӹͷΈͰ͋Δɻ͜ͷ఺ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺલ߲Ͱ࿦͡
ͨͷͰɺ͜ΕҎ্ݴٴ͠ͳ͍ɻརӹͷଟ໘తͳ৘ใ಺༰Λߟྀ͢Ε͹ɺ͜͜ͰऔΓ্͛ͨ
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Table  1  Sample  Distribution 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000  Total 
Construction   450    632    1,203     2,285   










    
2,136 
 
  Retail   184    281      397         862   
  Service    98      225      650       973   
Manufacturing   2,170     2,699    4,253     9,122   
Total   3,360     4,518    7,928     15,806   
Samples in retail industry are February ending firms.    All other samples end their fiscal year on March 31. 
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Table 2    Descriptive statistics 
Panel A: Pt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 





































































































































  572.0000 
32,550.0596 
Panel B: OPt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 




































































































































  25.8495 
2,268.3693 
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Table 2    Descriptive statistics (continued) 
Panel C: OIt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 




































































































































  25.5120 
2,198.0579 
Panel D: NIt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 















































































































  25.2443 




















  53.7811 
  10.0872 
1,176.0759 
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Table 2    Descriptive statistics (continued) 
Panel E: BVEt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I 
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 







































































































































Panel F:  ∆OPt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 



















 -  5.9121 
52.1844 







































































  Service   -  2.0145 

















 -  645.2751 
   -  3.5158 
12,863.2220 


















  0.1906 
 -  0.7068 
402.0302 
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Table 2    Descriptive statistics (continued) 
Panel G:  ∆OIt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 




























































































  Service    0.7627 

















 -  561.2777 
   -  1.6219 
11,201.7730 


















  0.4212 
  0.1145 
219.5024 
Panel H:  ∆NIt  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 







































 -  5.1819 





























































   1.1610 









  -  0.9401 
5,534.6530 


















 -  2.3465 
 -  0.7143 
219.5024 
P = stock price, OP = operating profits per share, OI = ordinary income (earnings before extraordinary items, special items and taxes) 
per share, NI = net income per share, BVE = book value of equity per share,  ∆Xt=Xt – Xt-1.    In each period, the numbers represent as 
follows: top = mean, middle = median, bottom = St. Dev.  “II - I” and “III - II” present the difference between periods.  Those 
differences are tested by t test, Wilcoxon test, F test, respectively. 
* Significant at the 0.10 level (two tailed), ** Significant at the 0.05 level (two tailed), *** Significant at the 0.01 level (two tailed). 
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Table 3    Comparison of performance 
Panel A  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 
Construction        
Pt / Pt-1  1.0185 0.1737  *** 1.1922 - 0.3366  ***  0.8556
  0.9736 0.0739  *** 1.0475 - 0.2211  ***  0.8264
OPt / Pt-1  0.1636 - 0.0903  *** 0.0733 0.0206  ***  0.0939
  0.1511 - 0.0846  *** 0.0665 0.0181  ***  0.0846
OIt / Pt-1  0.1357 - 0.0629  *** 0.0728 0.0045    0.0773
  0.1336 - 0.0673  *** 0.0663 0.0097  ***  0.0760
NIt / Pt-1  0.0513 - 0.0240  *** 0.0273 - 0.0486  *** - 0.0213
  0.0499 - 0.0241  *** 0.0258 - 0.0009    0.0249
Real Estate           
Pt / Pt-1  1.1131 - 0.0178   1.0953 - 0.1863  ***  0.9090
  1.0478 - 0.1391  ** 0.9087 - 0.0313  **  0.8774
OPt / Pt-1  0.1649 - 0.0817  *** 0.0832 0.0430  ***  0.1262
  0.1293 - 0.0672  *** 0.0621 0.0218  ***  0.0839
OIt / Pt-1  0.0498 - 0.0066   0.0432 - 0.0155  *  0.0277
  0.0617 - 0.0223  *** 0.0394 - 0.0018    0.0376
NIt / Pt-1  0.0247 - 0.0035   0.0212 - 0.0387  ** - 0.0175
  0.0297 - 0.0106  *** 0.0191 - 0.0012  *  0.0179
Trade & Wholesale           
Pt / Pt-1  1.1224 - 0.0461   1.0763 - 0.1174  ***  0.9589
  1.0108 - 0.0108  ** 1.0000 - 0.1032  ***  0.8968
OPt / Pt-1  0.2141 - 0.1455  *** 0.0686 - 0.0067  **  0.0619
  0.1887 - 0.1309  *** 0.0578 0.0029    0.0607
OIt / Pt-1  0.1276 - 0.0637  *** 0.0639 - 0.0022    0.0617
  0.1171 - 0.0580  *** 0.0591 0.0010    0.0601
NIt / Pt-1  0.0513 - 0.0235  *** 0.0278 - 0.0209  ***  0.0069
  0.0460 - 0.0213  *** 0.0247 - 0.0008    0.0239
Retail        
Pt / Pt-1  1.0742 0.0668   1.1410  -  0.2214  ***    0.9196 
  0.9925 0.0731   1.0656  -  0.2076  ***    0.8580 
OPt / Pt-1  0.1490  - 0.0969  *** 0.0521  - 0.0229  ***    0.0292 
  0.1420  - 0.0970  *** 0.0450  - 0.0039  **    0.0411 
OIt / Pt-1  0.1126  - 0.0647  *** 0.0479  - 0.0293  ***    0.0186 
  0.1072  - 0.0615  *** 0.0457  - 0.0109  ***    0.0348 
NIt / Pt-1  0.0527  - 0.0299  *** 0.0228  - 0.0728  ***  - 0.0500 
  0.0513  - 0.0295  *** 0.0218  - 0.0061  ***    0.0157 
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Table 3    Comparison of performance (continued) 
  Period I 
1979 - 1985 
 
II - I
 Period  II 
1986 - 1992 
 
III - II
 Period  III 
1993 - 2000 
Service          
Pt / Pt-1  1.0834 - 0.0471   1.0363 - 0.0182    1.0181
  1.0218 - 0.0218   1.0000 - 0.0817  **  0.9183
OPt / Pt-1  0.0941 - 0.0540  *** 0.0401 0.0111  ***  0.0512
  0.0875 - 0.0520  *** 0.0355 0.0153  ***  0.0508
OIt / Pt-1  0.0813 - 0.0412  *** 0.0401 0.0075  ***  0.0476
  0.0810 - 0.0446  *** 0.0364 0.0110  ***  0.0474
NIt / Pt-1  0.0377 - 0.0157  *** 0.0220 - 0.0136  ***  0.0084
  0.0357 - 0.0180  *** 0.0177 0.0019    0.0196
Manufacturing          
Pt / Pt-1  1.1660 - 0.0862  *** 1.0798 - 0.1083  ***  0.9715
  1.0533 - 0.0849  *** 0.9684 - 0.0502  ***  0.9182
OPt / Pt-1  0.1425 - 0.0938  *** 0.0487 - 0.0094  ***  0.0393
  0.1256 - 0.0827  *** 0.0429 - 0.0020  ***  0.0409
OIt / Pt-1  0.0834 - 0.0415  *** 0.0419 - 0.0092  ***  0.0327
  0.0877 - 0.0471  *** 0.0406 - 0.0032  ***  0.0374
NIt / Pt-1  0.0411 - 0.0209  *** 0.0202 - 0.0191  ***  0.0011
  0.0425 - 0.0225  *** 0.0200 - 0.0034  ***  0.0166
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Table 3    Comparison of performance (continued) 
Panel B    Period I: 1979 - 1985     Period  II: 1986 - 1992     Period  III: 1993 - 2000   













Construction           
1.0185   - 0.1475  *** 1.1922  0.1124   *** 0.8556  - 0.1159  *** Pt / Pt-1 
0.9736   - 0.0797  *** 1.0475  0.0791   *** 0.8264  - 0.0918  ***
0.1636   0.0211  *** 0.0733  0.0246   *** 0.0939  0.0546  *** OPt / Pt-1 
0.1511   0.0255  *** 0.0665  0.0236   *** 0.0846  0.0437  ***
0.1357   0.0523  *** 0.0728  0.0309   *** 0.0773  0.0446  *** OIt / Pt-1 
0.1336   0.0459  *** 0.0663  0.0257   *** 0.0760  0.0386  ***
0.0513   0.0102  ** 0.0273  0.0071   *** - 0.0213  - 0.0224  *** NIt / Pt-1 
0.0499   0.0074  *** 0.0258  0.0058   *** 0.0249  0.0083  ***
Real Estate           
1.1131   - 0.0529    1.0953  0.0155     0.9090  - 0.0625  ** Pt / Pt-1 
1.0478   - 0.0055    0.9087  - 0.0597     0.8774  - 0.0408  **
0.1649   0.0224    0.0832  0.0345   *** 0.1262  0.0869  *** OPt / Pt-1 
0.1293   0.0037  *** 0.0621  0.0192   *** 0.0839  0.0430  ***
0.0498   - 0.0336  *** 0.0432  0.0013     0.0277  - 0.0050    OIt / Pt-1 
0.0617   - 0.0260  *** 0.0394  - 0.0012     0.0376  0.0002   
0.0247   - 0.0164  ** 0.0212  0.0010     - 0.0175  - 0.0186    NIt / Pt-1 
0.0297   - 0.0128    0.0191  - 0.0009     0.0179  0.0013   
Trade & Wholesale          
1.1224   - 0.0436  * 1.0763  - 0.0035     0.9589  - 0.0126    Pt / Pt-1 
1.0108   - 0.0425  ** 1.0000  0.0316     0.8968  - 0.0214  **
0.2141   0.0716  *** 0.0686  0.0199   *** 0.0619  0.0226  *** OPt / Pt-1 
0.1887   0.0631  *** 0.0578  0.0149   *** 0.0607  0.0198  ***
0.1276   0.0442  *** 0.0639  0.0220   *** 0.0617  0.0290  *** OIt / Pt-1 
0.1171   0.0294  *** 0.0591  0.0185   *** 0.0601  0.0227  ***
0.0513   0.0102    0.0278  0.0076   *** 0.0069  0.0058  * NIt / Pt-1 
0.0460   0.0035  ** 0.0247  0.0047   *** 0.0239  0.0073  ***  37
Table 3    Comparison of performance (continued) 
   Period  I: 1979 - 1985     Period  II: 1986 - 1992     Period  III: 1993 - 2000   













Retail           
1.0742   -  0.0918  ***  1.1410  0.0612   **  0.9196  -  0.0519  ***  Pt / Pt-1 
0.9925   -  0.0608  ***  1.0656  0.0972   **  0.8580  -  0.0602  *** 
0.1490   0.0065    0.0521  0.0034     0.0292  -  0.0101  *  OPt / Pt-1 
0.1420   0.0164    0.0450  0.0021     0.0411  0.0002   
0.1126   0.0292  ***  0.0479  0.0060   **  0.0186  -  0.0141  ***  OIt / Pt-1 
0.1072   0.0195  ***  0.0457  0.0051   ***  0.0348  -  0.0026   
0.0527   0.0116  ***  0.0228  0.0026     -  0.0500  -  0.0511  ***  NIt / Pt-1 
0.0513   0.0088 ***  0.0218  0.0018      0.0157  -  0.0009 ** 
Service           
1.0834   - 0.0826  ** 1.0363  - 0.0435     1.0181  0.0466  ** Pt / Pt-1 
1.0218   - 0.0315    1.0000  0.0316     0.9183  0.0001   
0.0941   - 0.0484  *** 0.0401  - 0.0086   *** 0.0512  0.0119  *** OPt / Pt-1 
0.0875   - 0.0381  *** 0.0355  - 0.0074   *** 0.0508  0.0099  ***
0.0813   - 0.0021    0.0401  - 0.0018     0.0476  0.0149  *** OIt / Pt-1 
0.0810   - 0.0067    0.0364  - 0.0042   * 0.0474  0.0100  ***
0.0377   - 0.0034    0.0220  0.0018     0.0084  0.0073  ** NIt / Pt-1 
0.0357   - 0.0068  ** 0.0177  - 0.0023   ** 0.0196  0.0030  ***
Upper (lower) line represents mean (median).  The columns “II - I” and “III - II” present the difference between periods.  The column “vs. manufacturing” presents the difference between the labeled industry 
and manufacturing industry.    Those differences are tested by t test, Mann-Whitney test, respectively. 
* Significant at the 0.10 level (two tailed). 
** Significant at the 0.05 level (two tailed). 
*** Significant at the 0.01 level (two tailed).   38
Table 4    Value relevance of earnings levels and book value of Equity 
  Period I:  1979-1985  Period II: 1986-1992  Period III:  1993-2000 
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Table 4  Value relevance of earnings levels and book value of equity (continued) 
  Period I:  1979-1985  Period II: 1986-1992  Period III:  1993-2000 
















































































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix 
(White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 5    Correlations between earnings and book value of equity 
Panel A    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000   


















































































Panel B    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000   


















































































Panel C    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000   


















































































Above table shows correlation and p-value (in parenthesis). 
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Table 6    Value relevance of book value of equity and earnings 
Panel A    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992      Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  BVE OP  Adj. R2  BVE OP  Adj. R2  BVE OP  Adj. R2 
































































































































Panel B  BVE OI  Adj. R2  BVE OI  Adj. R2  BVE OI  Adj. R2 
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Table 6  Value relevance of book value of equity and earnings (continued) 
Panel C    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992      Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  BVE NI  Adj. R2  BVE NI  Adj. R2  BVE NI  Adj. R2 
































































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix 
(White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 7  Model comparison by J-test 
Panel A    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000 






















































































































































































































































Each cell shows as follows: (Top) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix (White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value 
(two-tailed).  In each period, the left-side column shows the estimated values on the book-value-of-equity model and the right-side 
column shows the estimated values on the earnings capitalization model. 
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Table 8  Value relevance of positive and negative earnings 
Panel A    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992      Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  OP  DL OP  Adj. R2 OP  DL OP  Adj. R2 OP  DL OP  Adj. R2
































































































































Panel B  OI  DL OI  Adj. R2  OI  DL OI  Adj. R2  OI  DL OI  Adj. R2 
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Table 8  Value relevance of positive and negative earnings (continued) 
Panel C    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992      Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  NI  DL NI  Adj. R2  NI  DL NI  Adj. R2  NI  DL NI  Adj. R2 




















































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix 
(White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 9  Value relevance of earnings changes 
  Period I:  1979-1985  Period II: 1986-1992  Period III:  1993-2000 
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Table 9  Value relevance of earnings changes (continued) 
  Period I:  1979-1985  Period II: 1986-1992  Period III:  1993-2000 




















































 Service  2.5797 
(2.186) 
[0.031] 

















Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix 
(White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 10  Value relevance of positive and negative changes in earnings 
    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992      Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  ∆OP DN  ∆OP  Adj. R2 ∆OP DN  ∆OP Adj. R2 ∆OP DN  ∆OP  Adj. R2
































































































































  ∆OI DN  ∆OI  Adj. R2  ∆OI DN  ∆OI Adj. R2  ∆OI DN  ∆OI  Adj. R2 
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Table 10    Value relevance of positive and negative changes in earnings (continued) 
    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992      Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  ∆NI DN  ∆NI  Adj. R2  ∆NI DN  ∆NI Adj. R2  ∆NI DN  ∆NI  Adj. R2 
































































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix 
(White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 11    Value relevance of positive shocks on earnings 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  OP DN OP  DSH OP Adj.  R2  OP DN OP  DSH OP Adj.  R2  OP DN OP  DSH OP Adj.  R2 
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Table 11    Value relevance of positive shocks on earnings (continued) 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  OI DN OI  DSH OI Adj.  R2  OI DN OI  DSH OI Adj.  R2  OI DN OI  DSH OI Adj.  R2 
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Table 11    Value relevance of positive shocks on earnings (continued) 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  NI DN NI  DSH NI Adj.  R2  NI DN NI  DSH NI Adj.  R2  NI DN NI  DSH NI Adj.  R2 

























































































































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix (White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 12    Correlations between components of earnings 
    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1986 - 2000   
Pearson  (OP, FIN) (OP, EXT) (FIN, EXT) (OP, FIN) (OP, EXT) (FIN, EXT) (OP, FIN) (OP, EXT) (FIN, EXT) 
























































































































Spearman  (OP, FIN) (OP, EXT) (FIN, EXT) (OP, FIN) (OP, EXT) (FIN, EXT) (OP, FIN) (OP, EXT) (FIN, EXT) 
























































































































Above table shows correlation and p-value (in parenthesis).   54
Table 13    Value relevance of earnings components 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  OP FIN  EXT Adj.  R2  OP FIN  EXT Adj.  R2  OP FIN  EXT Adj.  R2 

























































































































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix (White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 14    Correlations between changes in earnings components 
    Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1986 - 2000   
Pearson  (∆OP,  ∆FIN) (∆OP,  ∆EXT)( ∆FIN,  ∆EXT)( ∆OP,  ∆FIN)( ∆OP,  ∆EXT) (∆FIN,  ∆EXT)( ∆OP,  ∆FIN)( ∆OP,  ∆EXT)( ∆FIN,  ∆EXT) 
























































































































Spearman  (∆OP,  ∆FIN) (∆OP,  ∆EXT)( ∆FIN,  ∆EXT)( ∆OP,  ∆FIN)( ∆OP,  ∆EXT) (∆FIN,  ∆EXT)( ∆OP,  ∆FIN)( ∆OP,  ∆EXT)( ∆FIN,  ∆EXT) 
























































































































Above table shows correlation and p-value (in parenthesis).   56
Table 15   Value relevance of changes in earnings components 
  Period I: 1979 - 1985  Period II: 1986 - 1992  Period III: 1993 - 2000   
  ∆OP  ∆FIN  ∆EXT Adj.  R2  ∆OP  ∆FIN  ∆EXT Adj.  R2  ∆OP  ∆FIN  ∆EXT Adj.  R2 

























































































































































































Each cell shows as follows: Top = Estimated Coefficients, (Middle) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix (White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value (two-tailed). 
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Table 16    Model comparison by J-test – Re-examination 
Panel A: OP    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000 
Construction         (1)  BVE model  OP model 












Panel B: OI    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000 
Construction       (2)  BVE model  OI model 














   



















Panel C: NI    Period I: 1979 - 1985    Period II: 1986 - 1992    Period III: 1993 - 2000 
Construction       (4)  BVE model  NI model 




          
(4’) BVE model 
NI_LOSS 
model 






   









Service     (6)  BVE model  NI model     





     (6’)  BVE model COMP model     





Each cell shows as follows: (Top) = t-value using heteroscedasticity-consistent covariance matrix (White’s t), [Bottom] = p-value 
(two-tailed).  In each period, the left-side column shows the estimated values on the book-value-of-equity model and the right-side 
column shows the estimated values on the earnings capitalization model. 
 
 